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TREE PLANTING PROGRAM
2017

The City shares the cost with residents in planting
A young tree to enhance the

beauty of our city.
There is a large variety of trees to choose from

Which are:
Trees for Under Wires

Redspire Pear
Thornless Cockspur Hawthorn

Spire Cherry
China Snow Lilac

Not for Under Wires
Cleveland Pear
Turkish Filbert
Heritage Oak

Japanese Zelkova
Halka Honeylocust

Liquidambar Sweetgum

Cost to Resident: $50.00



Trees For Planting Without Wires
Turkish Filbert

Pyramidal tree with a corky, light, yellowish gray bark. Dark green leaves
tum yellow to coppery red in the fall, thick shelled nuts mature in late
summer

50 ft. tall, 30 ft. spread

Heritage Oak

Fast growing large shade tree, pyramidal form, dark thick leathery
leaves, produces acorns

50 ft. tall, 40 ft. spread

Japanese Zelkova

Visually interesting shade or ornamental tree, short trunk with multiple
branches forming a rounded crown, green leaves turn yellow, copper,
orange, or deep red to purple-red, peeling bark exposes orange patches

Liguidambar Sweetgum

Low-maintenance shade tree, tall, with a straight trunk, fragrant leaves
which turn a brilliant mixture of yellows, oranges, purples and reds in
the fall

60 ft. tall, 40 ft. spread

Cleveland Pear

Medium size, pyramid shape, fast growing, dark green heart shaped
leaves, fall foliage deep red, white flowers & edible fruit

30 ft. tall, 18 ft spread

Halka Honeylocust

Vigorous grower, symmetrical, full crown, leaves tum yellowish in the fall

40 ft. tall, 40 ft. spread
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Trees for Planting Under Wires
Redspire Pear

Fast growing, pure white flowers in the spring, leaves emerge as
red/purple then become glossy green, yellow to orange in the fall

30 ft. tall, 20 ft. spread

Thornless Cockspur Hawthorn

Thornless stems, showy white flowers in spring, persistent red fruit in
fall and winter, bark is rough and slightly saggy with age

15 ft. tall, 20 ft. spread

Spire Cherry

Narrow upright tree, dark green foliage, single pink flowers, turns
orange-red in the fall

30 ft. tall, 10ft. spread

China Snow Lilac

Great urban tree, amber colored bark, heart shaped leaves, spring
blossoms, fragrant white flowers, persistent fruit/ seeds, leaves turn
yellow in the fall

20 ft. tall, 20 ft. spread




